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				Project

				
                    Organize your projects or initiatives efficiently with your fellow campaigners. All important tools for collaborating in one place: News, Pads, Events, Todos, and more.

				

				
					Create new Project
				

			
			
				
	                Group

	                
	                    Groups help improve communication and collaboration in large networks or organizations. Within a Group you can bring together several smaller projects or workgroups.
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				Idea

				
                    
What will our region look like in the future? What is your idea for an environmentally friendly and sustainable region? Find co-campaigners for your project ideas.
                            
				

				
					Post new Idea
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What's happening where and when? What's to discover? Where to meet?
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                                            Version 1.20.0 released
                                        

                                        
                                            Includes Django update, conference improvements and more.
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                                            Version 1.19.6 released
                                        

                                        
                                            This update includes several bugfixes:
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                                            Version 1.19.0 released
                                        

                                        
                                            Includes further settings for conferences, RocketChat integration improvements and more.
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                                            Version 1.18.0 released
                                        

                                        
                                            Includes the "What's New" feature, a quick way to copy conference invitations, a security update, and more.
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                                            Version 1.17.1 released
                                        

                                        
                                            Includes dynamic registration form and dynamic options for participation for conferences.
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        The page you requested was not found on the server.
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                        Sorry, this feature is only available for registered members.
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